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 This paper focuses on the development of a prototype of thruster motor speed 

controller which exhibits robust performance for an Autonomous underwater 

vehicle. H infinity based speed controller with particle swarm optimized 

weights for a sensorless BLDC motor which is used as electrical thruster has 

been simulated in MATLAB/ SIMULINK and implemented using TI C2000 

Delfino LaunchPad LaunchXL-F28377S and BoostXL DRV 8301. A 

performance comparison in reference tracking has been done with 

conventional PI controller and experimental results have been discussed in 

detail. The percentage variation in speed with respect to reference speed of 

proposed strategy has been observed to be 0.65% whereas it is 1.1% with PI 

controller. It has also been found that the proposed control strategy exhibits 

smooth starting with better reference tracking and less torque ripples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, a lot of research work is going on in trajectory tracking control laws and path 

following techniques of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) for precise maneuvering. A mission 

control system controls various units such as navigation, vehicle guidance and control, actuator control, data 

logging, communication, environmental inspection and vehicle support systems [1-2]. Of these, vehicle 

guidance and control block provides the reference speed to be achieved based on the reference trajectory 

inputs from mission control system and navigation system to the actuator control system. This is necessary 

for the proper trajectory tracking in the presence of uncertainties such as variation in vehicle parameters and 

external disturbances like varying sea currents and weather disturbances. An optimal disturbance rejection 

control has been derived from Riccatti and Sylvester equations for achieving optimal control in the presence 

of external wave disturbances. [3]. To maintain the position of AUV at a perticular depth, the scaling factors 

of Fuzzy logic controller have been tuned with a radial basis function metamodel and a comparative study 

has conducted with offline optimization approach using genetic algorithm [4]. 

Thruster motors with dedicated controller play an important role in the propulsion of AUV for 

maintaining the speed. Brushless Direct Current motors with hall sensors used as thruster motors have been 

found in the literature for propelling AUV [5]. The electrical and mechanical systems  of a  hydro quad rotor 

has been designed and implemented using Brushless DC motors as thrusters motors in order to study its static 

stability at various depths [6]. A seven phase BLDC motor for the propulsion of AUV has been functionally 

modelled and simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK for studying its dynamic characteristics [7]. The analysis 

of electrical characteristics using Finite Element Analysis along with a comparative analysis of PI and Fuzzy 

controller has been done for a seven phase BLDC motor [8].   The simulation model of a BLDC motor which 
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is mechanically designed as a low cost thruster in AUV has been studied for its compatibility in a depth of 

more than 1 meter [97]. A prototype of electrical thrusters using permanent magnet BLDC motor has been 

designed and implemented with 2D Finite Element Method  in order to optimize the speed and torque ranges, 

to minimize cogging torque and to maximize efficiency [10].  

Various sensorless control techniques eliminating hall sensors have been widely used in BLDC 

motor for rotor position detection. From the literature it has been observed that with the measurement of 

inductance or flux as well as by back emf detection or with estimator based models various sensorless 

technologies have been developed and tested [11]. Sensorless control by detecting back emf is one of the 

widely used methods in which the information regarding back emf can be obtained by measuring phase 

voltages [12] in which phase’s exact commutation instants are displaced by 30˚ from zero crossing of back 

emf. Calculation of difference in line voltages [13-14], second derivative of sum of three terminal voltages 

[15], backemf mapping [16] and backemf difference estimation [17] are some of the other techniques found 

in literature. The sensorless technique has been adopted by calculating the difference of terminal voltage 

difference which contains the information about exact commutation point which is 30 degrees lagging from 

zero crossing instant of back emf . The motor controller in an AUV generates an input signal to the actuator 

to achieve its desired velocity, based on the error signal obtained by comparing the desired values with the 

actual values of position and velocity obtained through sensorless techniques.  

For controlling the speed of motor, various control strategies have been incorporated in the presence 

of uncertainties and disturbances. Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control and PD control are used for 

controlling speed of BLDC motor which is used as thruster motor [18-22]. H infinity control theory has been 

widely used in filter design for fault detection problem [23] as well as back emf observer for sensorless 

control in a BLDC motor [24]. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach 

have been compared to find out the efficient one [25-28]. In order to attain robust control for BLDC motor 

exclusively in the presence of external disturbances such as ocean currents and wave drifts, H infinity 

controller with PSO optimised weights has been proposed by this author in the speed control loop and the 

simulation results have been discussed in detail [29-30].  

For hardware implementation of speed controller, various microcontrollers have been found in the 

literature. PIC16F877A microcontroller has been used in the hardware implementation of speed controller of 

BLDC motor using PI controller [31]. A spartan-3 FPGA is used to generate the firing pulses for the 

MOSFETs of three phase fully controlled bridge which in turn control the speed of BLDC motor [32]. An 

ARM 2148 microcontroller along with HPCL 3120 MOSFET driver circuit has been used in a BLDC motor 

with hall sensors for position sensing and with a dynamometer as brake, to study its speed torque 

characteristics with the motor running in either direction [33]. 

This work implements a speed controller based on H infinity theory with weights optimized by PSO 

technique for a sensorless BLDC motor used in thruster for propelling AUV. The simulation results have 

been experimentally validated by the hardware implementation using Texas Instruments C2000 Delfino 

LaunchPad LaunchXL-F28377S and BoostXL DRV 8301 driver board to drive the 42BL61 BLDC motor. 

For saving of cost and space as well as for achieving better reliability which are the important constraints in 

an AUV, hall sensors have been replaced with sensorless technique for rotor position detection of BLDC 

motor. The significance of this work is that with the implementation of H infinity controller as speed 

controller with its weights optimized by PSO in the speed feedback loop of BLDC motor used in thrusters for 

propelling AUV, better reference tracking could be attained. As per present state of art, this method of 

implementation has not been found in the literature so far.  

This paper has been organized as follows. Research method which includes the theoretical aspect of 

implementation of speed controller with H infinity theory with weights optimized by PSO technique, the 

hardware requirements for implementation, and various steps involved in implementation has been discussed 

in detail in section 2. Section 3 discusses about the important simulation and  experimental results.   

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1  Hardware Realization of the controller 

The block diagram in Figure 1 represents the development of sensorless BLDC motor control. A 

prototype of the same  has been setup as shown in Figure 2 using C2000 Delfino LaunchPad LaunchXL-

F28377S with Code Composer studio IDE version 6 and BoostXL DRV 8301 driver board to drive the 

42BL61 BLDC motor with specifications shown in Table 1 for experimental validation. BoostXL DRV8301 

has an inbuilt pre driver and six CSD18533Q5AN channel power MOSFETs. Hardware support package of 

C2000 F28377S has been used in SIMULINK for the development of code and the developed  model has 

been shown in Figure 3. This code has been deployed to hardware and  made to run. Phase voltages are 

sensed through channels 0, 2 and 5 of module A and currents in each leg of inverter is sensed through 
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channels 1, 3 and 4 of module A in ADC. Enhanced  pwm (epwm) feature is used to generate pwm pulses 

with switching frequency 10KHz. epwm and ADC have been synchronized for the proper generation of 

pulses.  

 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Block diagram depicting development of 

hardware setup 

 

Figure 2. Experimental setup 

 

 

Table 1 Specifications of BLDC motor 

Parameters Specifications 

No. of poles 8 

No. of phases 3 

Rated speed 4000 rpm 

Rated Voltage 24V 

Rated Torque 0.125Nm 

Torque constant 0.036Nm/A 

Line to line resistance 0.72Ω 

Line to line inductance 1.2mH 

Peak current 10.6A 

Moment of inertia 0.0048Kg-cm2 

Weight 0.45Kg 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Developed code in SIMULINK for the system 
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2.2 Procedure for implementation 

The position and velocity of the rotor in a BLDC motor has been detected using sensorless 

technique by eliminating the hall sensors and a starting strategy based on the emulated hall sensor signals has 

been adopted.  

 

2.2.1 Implementation of sensorless algorithm  

In a BLDC motor, the rotor is positioned forcibly by determining the active phases and commutation 

of proper phase. Thus the knowledge of present position of rotor is important in the determination of correct 

commutation sequence. Usually hall sensors are used for detecting rotor position for proper commutation of 

phases. For further saving of cost and space which is an important constraint while designing an AUV, 

sensorless technologies pose a significant research development. The phase voltages Van, Vbn and Vcn are 

sensed through voltage sensors of BoostXL DRV 8301 and using ADCs they are used for estimating hall 

sensor signals corresponding to commutating instants.   

 

2.2.2 Motor Starting strategy 

As the sensorless algorithm depends on zero crossing of back emf, initially motor requires a starting 

strategy for the back emf to build up. Once the motor rotates, back emf builds up and the rotor position can 

be detected, appropriate switching signals can be given for further rotation and the motor catches up with the 

sensorless algorithm. For achieving this, the initial hall sensor signals which are the extension of switching 

signals emulated by sensorless method are given for 2 seconds. Table 2 shows the emulated hall sensor 

signals, their corresponding commutation signals. 

 

 

Table 2 Commutation signals corresponding to emulated hall sensor signals 
Emulated hall sensor 

signals 

Corresponding commutation 

signals 

h_a h_b h_c Phase a Phase b Phase c 

0 1 1 -1 0 1 
0 1 0 -1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 -1 

1 0 0 1 0 -1 
1 0 1 1 -1 0 

0 0 1 0 -1 1 

 

 

2.2.3 H infinity based speed controller with weights optimized by PSO 

For a system to be robust, the controller should convene stability and performance requirements 

when the system gains and parameters are not exactly known. H infinity controller is a robust controller 

which is based on H infinity norm in other words maximum gain over all frequencies and in all directions as 

shown in Eq (1). 

 

‖G‖_∞ ≜sup〖σ〗 G(jω)                        (1) 

 

The block diagram illustrating the design problem is shown in Figure 4. This problem mainly 

concentrates on two degrees of freedom in which feedback loop corrects load disturbance and feed forward 

shapes reference tracking. This work mainly focuses on the reference tracking problem. Here r is the 

reference signal, y is the actual signal which is the output of process and e is the corresponding error. The 

controller generates the control signal u based on e and this signal along with disturbance d enters into 

process. The main issues in the design process are to achieve stability, to reduce the effect of load 

disturbances due to weather and to track reference signals obtained from vehicle guidance and control. The 

stability and performance requirements are met by shaping the frequency response using weighting functions 

which are lead lag compensators [34-35].  
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Figure 4. Block diagram depicting controller design 

 

 

The weighting functions of H infinity controller are optimized by Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) technique. The optimization problem is the minimization of error which is achieved by finding out the 

best coefficients for the weighting functions using PSO. A set of all candidate solution for the optimization 

problem has been defined as the search space. The population members are initialized and each particle’s 

random position and velocity are generated. The objective function value is memorized using personal best. 

It is compared with the neighbor’s personal best and the best value is stored in global best. The particle 

moves towards the new position with a new velocity along with the information regarding its current 

velocity, its own personal best and global best. Accordingly the optimized global best cost which is the sum 

of absolute values of error is obtained. With this global best cost, W1, W2 and W3 are generated and transfer 

function of the controller is obtained. A state space model of the augmented plant P has been computed for 

the plant G along with weighting functions using the MATLAB function augw as in Eq (2) where W1, W2 

and W3 denote weighting functions for error, control and output respectively. 

 

 P = augw (G, W1, W2, W3)           (2) 

 

The block diagram shown in Figure 5 depicts the augmented plant model in which B1, B2, C1 and 

C2 represent disturbances, control signals, errors to be minimized and controller inputs respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Augmented plant model 

 

 

The MATLAB function hinfsyn() synthesizes a H infinity controller K for the augmented plant 

matrix P as in Eq (3) and the corresponding transfer function KT  is obtained from Eq (4) 

 

K = hinfsyn(P)                                              (3)  

  

KT = tf(K)          (4)  

 

2.2.4 Speed measurement algorithm 

Usually the ecap feature in TI C2000 is used to capture the hall sensor signal to estimate the time 

period, frequency and hence the speed of rotor. This prototype has been developed using hardware support 

package for C2000 TMS320F28377S in MATLAB 2016a version. This version does not contain ecap feature 
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in its library. Since the hall sensors are replaced with sensorless technique, here the ecap feature has been 

mimicked using a counter at every rising edge of one of the emulated hall sensor signal. 

 

2.2.5 Current control for PWM generation 

Since the rotor follows the magnetic flux vector, the speed at which this vector rotates is determined 

by the strength of magnetic field which is in turn controlled by applied voltage. The control of applied 

voltage can be achieved by switching on and off of inverter switches through high frequency PWM pulses. 

There is an inner current loop in order to achieve desired current proportional to desired torque whose 

reference is obtained from the outer speed controller. Hysteresis current control for maintaining the torque 

within limits has been proposed in a switched reluctance motor [36]. The actual current measurement plays a 

significant strategy in the generation of PWM pulses. The common strategies employed in order to measure 

actual current are phase current measurement in the low side of inverter legs [37] which has been adapted in 

this work and by generating maximum current from phase current  [38].  

 

 

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

It can be observed from Figure 6 that the zero crossing instant of terminal voltage difference is the 

exact commutation points which can be achieved without phase compensation circuits. Thus the physical hall 

sensor signals are emulated by adapting this technique.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Simulation result obtained from sensorless technique 

 

 

For verificaton purpose,  the experimental result has been obtained using logic analyser as shown in 

Figure 7, in which the first three channels from 0 – 2 depicts the physical hall sensor signal and last three 

channels from 3 – 5 shows emulated hall sensor signal. It can be observed that the sequence is same in both 

methods. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Screen shot of Physical hall sensor signals and Emulated hall sensor signals 
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The simulation circuit of speed measurement algorithm is shown in Figure 8. For discussion 

purpose, the emulated hall sensor signal is replaced with a pulse generator of time period 10 milliseconds. 

The waveforms shown in Figure 9 show that the counter is reset at every rising edge of the pulse and the 

sample is held at that time. From this, the time period (T) can be obtained. Frequency is given by the 

reciprocal of time period and with a scaling factor speed can be obtained. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Speed measurement 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Simulation results of speed measurement circuit (a) Pulses (b) Counter between two rising edges (c) 

Time period (d) Frequency 

 

 

The actual speed thus obtained is compared with the reference value and the error is passed on to the 

H infinity speed controller whose weights are optimized using PSO algorithm. The convergence plot of PSO 

is shown in Figure 10. The total number of evaluations is 822. 
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Figure 10. Convergence plot of PSO 

 

The controller transfer function is given by Equation (5).  

 

𝐾𝑇 =  
3206𝑠2+4.499𝑒04𝑠+4.45𝑒08

𝑠3+2133𝑠2+2.097𝑒06 𝑠+1.112𝑒08
      (5) 

 

The optimized weight W1 is given by Equation (6) and W2 and W3 are 0.16 and 0.02 respectively. 

 

𝑊1 =  
0.0796𝑠+39.8

0.1𝑠+27.36
        (6)  

 

The sensitivity and complementary sensitivity plots of the controller are shown in Figure 11(a) & 

11(b)  respectively. It can be observed from Figure 11(a) & 11(b) that sensitivity and complementary plots 

follow the trade off in which sensitivity function S is low for lower frequencies thereby achieves better 

reference tracking as well as disturbace rejection and complementary sensitivity function T is lower for high 

frequencies which leads to insensitivity to noise and errors in modeling.  

 

 

 
(a)                                                              (b) 

 

Figure 11(a). Sensitivity plot; Figure 11(b). Complementary sensitivity plot 

 

 

DRV 8301 BOOSTERXL has low side current shunt sense in each leg. These current values 

obtained through ADCs are then added to get the average current value.   Figure 12 shows the simulation 

result of three phase currents and their average current. This average current value is compared with the 

current reference value obtained from outer speed loop and the error is then passed onto the current controller 

which is PI controller.  Table 3 shows the proportional and integral values of PI controller. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Simulation results showing three phase currents and the average current (a) Phase current ia (b) 

Phase current ib (c) Phase current ic (d) Average current 
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Table 3 Constants of PI controller 
Constant Value 

Proportional (Kp ) 0.01 

Integral (Ki ) 0.01 

 

 

The controller’s output is the duty cycle and the corresponding PWM signals generated are used to 

switch on and off the inverter switches.The reference speed and actual speed as well as reference current and 

actual current values are transmitted through Serial Communication Interface (SCI) Transmit and Receive 

registers. The values and their corresponding waveforms are viewed and verified through Hardware In Loop 

(HIL) verification via SCI as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Hardware in Loop Verification through SCI 

 

 

The reference speed has been initially set as 2500 rpm and at 30 seconds it has been increased to 

3000 rpm. The experiment has been conducted with PSO optimized H infinity controller in the speed loop 

whose transfer function is given by Eq (5) as well as PI controller and the results have been compared. The 

waveform in Figure 13 shows that both controllers track the reference speed but the PSO optimized H 

infinity controller with less overshoot. It has been observed that maximum percentage of variation of speed 

with respect to reference speed with the proposed strategy is 0.65% whereas with PI controller it is 1.1%.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Reference tracking of PI and PSO optimized H infinity controllers 
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Table 4 and Table 5 show  the performance  parameters of both PI and PSO optimised H infinity 

controller when the reference speed is changed from 3000rpm to initial set speed of 2500 rpm  and when it is 

again changed from 2500 rpm to 3000 rpm respectively. From Figure 15 it can be observed that the ripples in 

the current waveform of proposed controller strategy is less than the PI controller which implies the reduction 

of torque ripples. 

 

 

Table 4 Comparison of parameters of both controllers when the reference speed is changed to initial set speed 

of 2500 rpm 

Controller Rise time (s) Peak Time (s) % Overshoot 

PI 4.9 6.2 -0.32 

PSO optimized 

Hinfinity  
4.5 6.5 -0.12 

 

 

Table 5 Comparison of parameters of both controllers when the reference speed is changed to final  set speed 

of 3000  rpm 

Controller Rise time (s) Peak Time (s) % Overshoot 

PI 4.8 7.5 1.26 

PSO optimized 
Hinfinity  

4.6 6.4 0.1 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Current waveforms of PI and H infinity controllers 

 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

A prototype of H infinity speed controller with weights optimized by PSO technique for sensorless 

BLDC motor used as thruster for propelling AUV has been implemented with TI C2000 Delfino LaunchPad 

LaunchXL-F28377S and BoostXL DRV 8301. Corresponding hardware support package has been utilized 

for the development of code. The sensorless technique has been adopted by calculating terminal voltage 

difference and thereby hall sensor signals have been emulated. It has been observed that with reduced 

percentage overshoot and better reference tracking, the proposed strategy improves the overall performance 

of motor. Reduction in torque ripples leads to less vibrations as well as smooth transition thereby enhances 

the performance of an AUV.   
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